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Accepting the Challenge 
 
Children with emotional and behavioral problems are first and foremost 
children. They need love, respect, and guidance from the adults in their lives. 
They can be an intimidating group, but our goal with this booklet is to provide 
you with information that will enable you to meet their needs. As you develop 
insights into the triggers and manifestations of behavioral problems, you will be 
better equipped to minister to the children in your care.  
 
Some facts about children with emotional and behavioral problems will help 
you understand them. 

• There are more boys than girls. 
• Boys tend to externalize their behaviors; girls internalize.  
• The most common behavior is acting out. 
• Children do not always grow out of it. 
• They do not do well in school. 
• They have trouble passing competence exams. 
• They often drop out of school. 
• They are worthy of love and attention. 

 

My Goals as a Teacher 
 

• To be aware of the power of example and the impact I have on the 
child. 

• To believe that what I am doing will make a difference. 

• To be willing to alter my methods and approaches. 

• To be a model of togetherness and self-control. 

• To radiate hope, joy, and assurance. 

• To give and receive affection. 

• To believe in the child. 

• To be a good listener. 

• To be firm, but fair. 
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Causes 
 
You will feel better about the child if you understand that he is not deliberately 
acting the way he does. There is a reason for his behavior. Looking over a list of 
the causes of emotional and behavioral problems often mentioned by parents 
when talking about their child will help you deal with the child. 
 

• Genetics 
• A difficult birth 
• Childhood illness (She was okay until she had __________________.) 
• Traumatic brain injury 
• Injury to the central nervous system 
• Abnormalities in the brain (not necessarily genetic; may be caused by a 

tumor or some other growth) 
• Inherited predispositions (emotional disabilities often run in families) 
• Early traumatic experience (such as child abuse, a house burning, the 

death of a parent, etc.) 
• Chemical imbalance 
• Learned bad behavior (from family members, from peers) 
• Does not learn adaptive behaviors (Most children learn by observation 

and human interaction. This child does not.) 
• Environmental problems (such as air and water pollution, chemical 

poisoning)  
 
 

Definitions 
 
Before discussing the formal definitions of children in this group, we need to take 
a look at some informal definitions that are often heard: attention demander, 
complainer, disrespectful, disrupter, immature, interrupter, non-participator, 
overly aggressive, spoiled darling, thief, and troublemaker. Obviously, these 
designations are not helpful. Most of them suggest that the behavior is willful 
and/or the fault of the parents. If you find yourself thinking or using these terms to 
describe your student, stop. Remind yourself that he or she is not to blame and is 
not fully in control.  
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The heart of the formal definition of an emotional problem is that the behavior 
persists over a long period of time and to a degree that adversely affects the 
student’s educational performance. An otherwise healthy child  
 

• has an inability to learn that cannot be explained by intellectual, sensory, 
or other health factors; 

• is unable to build or maintain satisfactory relationships with 
peers or adults; 

• has inappropriate behaviors or feelings under normal 
circumstances; 

• is unhappy or depressed; and  
• has physical symptoms or fears related to school or 

personal problems. 
 
Common Classifications 
Classifying emotional and behavior disorders is not easy. Following is a list of the 
ones that will be most likely to be a part of an educational setting. 
 

Anxiety Disorder 
This is the most common childhood emotional disorder. The basic characteristic 
is that the child has excessive fears and worries. 
 

There are six common expressions of anxiety disorder: 
• Obsessive-compulsive disorder: The child is obsessed with repetitive 

thoughts of being sick or dying; he is compulsive in repetitive behaviors 
such as counting, repeating phrases, and washing hands. 

• Phobias: The child has unfounded fear of an object, situation, or event. 
• Panic disorder: The child’s panic attacks result in physical symptoms like 

sweating, dizziness, heart racing. 
• Generalized anxiety disorder: The child has excessive fears that are not 

related to any prior event. 
• Post-traumatic stress disorder: The child recalls a distressing occurrence 

such as violence, abuse, bad weather, a traumatic event.  
• Eating disorders: These include anorexia nervosa, which means the person 

does not take in enough food to maintain an appropriate body weight, 
and bulimia nervosa, which means that the person binge eats and then 
vomits. Both disorders are the result of an unnatural fear of gaining weight. 

 

Anxiety-withdrawal Disorder 
These children are shy, self-conscious, unsure of themselves, anxious, and 
depressed. They retreat, are reticent, and have low self-esteem. They are not 
aggressive. 
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Bipolar Disorder 
This is also referred to as “manic-depressive.” It occurs in children as well as 
adults, and often runs in families. The basic characteristic is extreme mood 
swings. 
 

When the child is in the depressed state When the child is manic (elated) state 
• He feels sad and anxious, worthless, 

guilty, hopeless 
• Lacks energy 
• Has poor concentration and memory 
• Loses interest in regular activities 
• His sleep is disturbed 
• His appetite can be ravenous or lost. 

• He is on top of the world 
• His behaviors are unusual for a while 
• He is irritable  
• He is distracted 
• Has lots of energy 
• Talks rapidly 
• Is agitated 
• Sleeps less 
• Makes poor judgments 

 
Major Depression 
 
Depression can happen at any age. It happens to kids. Depression is often hard 
to detect in children. The key is to notice changes in their attitudes and 
activities. The main symptoms are: 
 

• feeling sad and useless 
• crying a lot 
• losing interest in friends, activities, and school 
• not eating or sleeping well 
• not taking care of basic hygiene 
• not being able to do anything right 
• having an overwhelming sense of hopelessness.  

 
Since most of us are familiar with feelings of depression, we may have trouble 
understanding why these kids cannot “just snap out of it,” as we do. We can 
take stock of our situation and come to the conclusion that things are not as 
bad as they seem; or we can use any number of other methods to raise our 
spirits: prayer, praising God, turning our efforts to those less fortunate than 
ourselves, getting busy with work or recreation, spending time with someone 
who makes us laugh, losing ourselves in a good book, etc. But these steps do not 
always help someone who is in major depression. Depression is, by medical 
definition, “a state far beyond the feelings that most of us have experienced.” If 
you are going to be able to support a child who is in depression, you must 
remember this. Do all the things listed above, but do not be discouraged if they 
do not “work.” They may help a little, and the child will benefit from your 
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concern. However, the most important things you can do for this child are to 
pray for him, remember that he is dealing with a medical problem, and to 
continue to support him. 
 
Oppositional-defiant Disorder 
 

• A child with this disorder is defiant, rude, negative, disobedient and 
aggressive. 

• The disorder causes the child to blame others for his failures, argue with 
adults, defy authority figures, use bad language, be vindictive, act 
irritable, and display signs of low self-esteem. 

• The cause is real. The child is not being deliberate in his behaviors. The 
disorder could be inherited. It is likely neurological, maybe a chemical 
imbalance. 

• An important part of their therapy is positive attention from caring adults. 
 

Conduct Disorder 
 

• Children with conduct disorders are not difficult to recognize. They 
demonstrate aggressive and disruptive behavior. 

• They hit, throw, tease, fight, and act defiantly. They are uncooperative, 
rude, quarrelsome, inattentive, and irresponsible. 

• The milder the disorder the more likely it can be handled in a regular 
educational sitting. 

• The more difficult ones probably need to be removed and 
educated/treated in a restrictive placement. 

• Sadly, more severe cases continue into adulthood. 
 
In all of these disorders, the behaviors can be expressed externally or internally. 
As stated earlier, boys tend to express themselves externally and girls tend to 
express their feelings internally, but this is not always the case.  
 

Externalizing  
 

• The child argues a lot. 
• The child is noncompliant when asked to do something. 
• The child is aggressive toward people and things. 
• The child has temper tantrums. 
• The child lies, steals, or does both. 
• The child is not able to control himself or his behaviors. 
• The child makes other children submit to him by force, both physical and 

verbal. 
• The child is so aggressive that he does not develop good relationships with 

his peers. 
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Internalizing 
 

• The child feels worthless. 
• The child is sad and depressed. 
• The child dwells on the same thoughts or events. 
• The child cries often. 
• The child hears and sees things that aren’t there. 
• The child’s anxiety may result in complaints of headaches or other 

somatic problems. 
• The child talks of taking his life. 
• The child loses interest in activities. 
• The child’s peers tease, ignore, or actually abuse him. 
• The child shows signs of withdrawal that keep him from having good 

relationships. 
 

Whatever the name of the emotional or behavior problem, if the teacher knows 
if she is dealing with a child who acts out (externalizes), or a child who keeps his 
feelings inside (internalizes), the process of making the classroom a good place 
for that child will be easier. 
 
 
A Few Words of Advice 
 
Don’t blame parents for their child’s behavior. Working together to benefit the 
child is more useful than stereotyping the parents. In most cases, the parents are 
concerned and are at their wits end in knowing what to do to help the child 
they love so deeply. 
 
It is tempting to be critical of medications. However there are great medicines 
that can and do make a difference. When they are monitored using information 
from the family and/or caregiver, the results can be good for the child.  
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Discipline 
 

You already know that children with emotional and behavioral problems can 
drive you right up the wall and leave you feeling that it is time to quit teaching. 
What you may not realize is that the classroom environment can be just as 
frustrating for the learners as it is for leaders. Good classroom discipline is a major 
part of the solution for both problems.  
 
However, you can not be solely responsible for all the discipline; it will become a 
burden too great to carry. In order to deal with behavioral and emotional 
problems, the child must exert self-control and the leader must exert authority 
control. In other words, the child exerts internal control and the teacher exerts 
external control. When this happens, there are two results: one is that the student 
develops self-discipline—one of the goals of Christian education—and the 
second result is that the environment becomes more conducive to learning. 
 
There are two sides to every coin. It is the same way with discipline. One side is 
negative and corrective in nature; it identifies and deals with unacceptable 
behavior. This part of discipline is necessary and it is why God put so many “thou 
shalt nots” in Scripture; we have to understand that certain behavior is not 
acceptable whether or not we can fully understand the consequences of that 
behavior. We set corrective guidelines for children because they are unable to 
see the consequences for themselves. Part of your job is to help the child 
understand the consequences of failing to abide by the rules. 
 
On the other side of the coin we find that discipline is positive; it identifies and 
rewards good behavior and gives us instructions on how to live right. Simply 
telling your student with behavioral problems not to do things is not guiding him. 
He likely already knows what he is not supposed to do. What he may not know is 
what behavior is acceptable. Many, many parents and teachers make the 
common mistake of thinking that punishing bad behavior is enough to instruct a 
child. It is not. To instruct a child, you must give positive instructions. You must 
identify and reward (reinforce) acceptable behavior. Both sides of the 
disciplinary coin are necessary for your student’s growth and protection. 
 
Let’s take a look at a familiar Scripture and see if it takes on some new meaning 
here. “All Scripture is given . . . for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for 
instruction in righteousness” (2 Timothy 3:16). We see that Scripture is the doctrine 
that provides the basis for discipline (sets the rules). “Reproof, correction, and 
instruction” reflect both the negative and positive aspects of the disciplinary 
process. This Scripture provides a beautiful example of how God provides both 
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the negative and positive aspects of discipline. Good discipline requires the dos 
and the don’ts. 
 
Examine Your Purpose  
 
When discipline is necessary, first examine your purpose. Is your purpose to cut 
down the offending student and put him in his place or is it to honestly correct 
his behavior and point him toward proper future actions? Your purpose will 
make a difference in what you say and how you say it, and make no mistake 
about it; all of your students will pick up on every nuance of your tone of voice 
and body language. If you give more attention, praise, and recognition for 
proper behavior, you will be building a good pattern of self-discipline for yourself 
as well. Look again at these six principles for establishing good discipline. 
 

1. Discipline must be a team effort between the teacher and student in 
order to be effective. 

2. Good discipline requires the do’s as well as the do not’s. 
3. Examine your purpose for the discipline before carrying it out. 
4. Whenever possible, deal with the behavior problem individually and not in 

the group. The child with an emotional problem will be more likely to 
honestly face the situation if he is not put on the spot in front of his peers. 

5. Avoid anger and remain calm. Anger only tells your student that you have 
been inconvenienced and this diverts the attention from his wrong 
behavior. The student will think he is being corrected for making you mad. 

6. Look for ways to reinforce the student’s good behavior. 
 
Besides the preceding list of principles that promote good discipline, the 
following guidelines will help you put them into practice.  
 

1. Eliminate the negative and accentuate the positive. The child with 
disabilities needs to know when he has done something right. No matter 
how small his accomplishment may be, reinforce it with words of 
appreciation. 

 
2. Make your rules realistic. Do not expect your students to exhibit behavior 

that is beyond their comprehension or maturity level. If it is hard for them 
to sit still for a long period of time, redesign the period to include more 
activity. The more you are aware of your students’ needs and limitations, 
the more you can help in this area. Do not expect them to do what you 
are not willing to do yourself. That means if you expect them to be quiet 
during worship times, you must be careful not to talk during that time 
either. 
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3. Make sure your rules are clear. If your student does not clearly understand 
what behavior is acceptable and what is unacceptable, then he cannot 
help you as you work toward self-discipline in the classroom. 

 
4. Your discipline enforcement must be consistent. Nothing can destroy your 

creditability any more than your student hearing you say, “This is the last 
time I’m going to warn you. . .  I am telling you, this is the last time!” If you 
do not mean what you say, then do not say it. Mean what you say, and 
say what you mean! The next time you tell a child that you are going to 
have him sit next to you, follow through. Remember that there is great 
security for your students in knowing where the boundaries are, and that 
they are always in the same place. 

 
5. Recognizing the cause of the problem is usually the first step toward 

resolving it. Some common causes you should look for are facilities, 
boredom, special problems, and attention getting.  

 
• The facilities should not be too stuffy, too cold, too crowded, or too 

dark. Be alert to the classroom environment and look for practical 
alternatives and solutions. For example, there should be adequate 
supplies on hand to do a project.  

 
• To cure boredom, simply involve the learner more. Special students 

who have a low reading ability or a hearing impairment may appear 
to be bored when actually they just can’t see or hear.  

 
• “Special problems” refer to a problem that the learner brought with 

him which is the cause of his behavior. Problems such as parents 
going through a divorce, a death of a family member or close friend 
(or pet), a move to a new home, or anything else that causes 
trauma in the child’s life. This is a situation where individual counseling 
would be appropriate. 

 
• Attention-getting behavior simply means that the child wants more 

attention! This is a tricky one to deal with because you don’t want to 
reward the misbehavior by giving the child exactly what he wants. If 
possible, try to ignore the misbehavior for the moment. As soon as 
possible, call on that child to do something—read a passage, answer 
a question, go get you a pencil. Or find some way to comment on his 
good work, or new shoes, or something. (See “Be a namedropper” in 
#6.) A teaching assistant is invaluable in a situation like this because 
she can quietly give the child the attention he seeks without 
disrupting the entire class. 
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6. Be a namedropper. Whenever you sense a learner is tuning you out, or 
beginning to be involved with distractive behavior, use his name in the 
middle of a sentence. This will cause the other learners to pay better 
attention too, because they may think that you are going to call on them 
next! 

 
7. Sit next to the disturber or between two students who may be disturbing 

the group. In this position you can be an effective teacher. 
 
8. Done with discretion and while using common sense, touching can be a 

very effective tool for discipline. Much problem behavior is a device to 
seek attention. A gentle touch on the arm or shoulder can communicate 
a gentle correction on a nonverbal level as well as give a great deal of 
personal affirmation. 

 
9. Pray for and spend time with the special learner outside of the classroom 

so you can get to know him better. This way you will be able to pray for 
things that are meaningful. 
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How do I apply these tips? 

 
Now that we have looked over principles and guidelines for 
discipline, let’s look at the actual procedure. You, as the 
teacher, must be on the alert by moving around to find 
discipline problems developing. Observe and be available. 
Stand beside or behind the problem student with perhaps a 
gentle shoulder touch while listening to the group. If you, just 
for a few moments, pull up a chair next to the learner who is 
having the behavior problem, he may sense why you are 
there without your ever saying a word.  
 
If that does not resolve it, ask the student to speak with you 

outside of the group and share what seems to be bothering him. That allows the 
group to continue without interruption while helping the child with his problem. 
Here is where you make a decision: you can return the learner to the group, 
give him a special activity, or try a one-on-one teaching situation—just you and 
the learner. While you spend a little extra time with the student, you can make 
preparations to try again the correct way next week. 
 
When you are talking with the special student’s parents, be very careful not to 
condemn the student’s behavior. Instead, ask for ways you can help their child. 
When you are talking with parents and you attack a child’s actions, the parents 
also feel attacked. However, when you ask for help, the parents tend to 
become more open about what is wrong and you might be able to form an 
effective partnership. This last point is the one that will make or break the 
building of self-discipline in your special learners. 
 
You must do everything possible to encourage positive self-discipline. If you are 
an unprepared teacher, you are more responsible for any behavior problems 
than the students are. If you are an undisciplined leader, you can expect to 
have undisciplined learners. The rule here is to model what you wish for them to 
copy. 
 
As you teach persons with developmental disabilities, remember that discipline is 
necessary to life. When self-discipline is taught, you are helping your learners to 
be more successful in life. 
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Keys to Good Discipline 
 

• Be full of praise. 
• Use another adult or a class member to 

attend to the person’s behavior outburst. 
• Make sure what you expect is clear. 
• Be kind in correcting. 
• Do not humiliate 
• Do not lose your temper. 
• Be fair  
• Be consistent. 
• Admit if you are wrong. 
• Apologize if necessary. 
• Do not be intimidated by the student or his 

family. 
• Ignore a behavior if it is bothering you more 

than the class. 
• Do not pity or show sympathy for the 

student. It suggests superiority. 
• Learn when it is time to have a respite from 

the student. 
• Discover the child’s hobbies, special interests and surprise him by referring 

to it in class. 
• Develop a positive relationship. 

 
 
 
Keys to a Good Environment 
 

• Seat the child with the behavior disorder so you can see him. 
• Keep him an “arm’s length” away from the closest student. 
• Keep the classroom as clutter-free as possible. 
• Keep objects and materials out of sight or reach. (It helps keep 

temptation away.) 
• Establish classroom rules and consequences and post them. 
• Create an emotionally safe classroom. 
• Use a lot of drama, music, art and other ways a student can express 

himself. 
• Have a place for the student to calm down. 
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Tips for Teachers 
 

Make Behavior Problems Easier to 
Handle 

     For Inattention 
 

 
• Talk to the parents about the 

child’s behavior. What do they do 
at home? What 
disciplinary/instructional steps is the 
school taking? What triggers the 
problem? 
 

• While you do not have to 
understand the details of the 
child’s medications, ask if he/she is 
on medication. If the answer is 
affirmative, ask if it is given on 
weekends. If not, ask the parents 
to get medical permission to 
administer the medication on 
Sundays. 

 
 

• Have enough help in the 
classroom. An individual needs to 
be available when a problem 
arises. Initially, it is best to have one 
person assigned to the child. 
 

• Write a detailed plan to control 
the behavior. Share it with people 
who will work with the child.  

 
 

• Talk to the children in the class 
about the problem. It is important 
that they understand that their 
friend’s behavior is something that 
he needs help with, something 
that he is unable to control. 
Furthermore, they need to know 
they cannot misbehave just 
because he does. 

• Seat student near the front. 
 

• Seat student near good role 
model who can be a “peer 
study buddy.” 

 
• Cut assignments into segments 

giving student one segment at 
a time (Example—cut the 
activity paper in half and have 
child complete one task and 
turn it in, then give him the 
other half.) 
 
 

• Use cueing to regain child’s 
attention (Example—holding up 
a bright colored paper, tapping 
on the desk, touching your 
shoulder. The cue should be 
subtle.) 
 

• Establish eye contact before 
giving instructions. 
 
 

• Give short direct instructions 
using both visual and oral cues 
when possible. 

 
 
     For Hyperactivity 
 

• Allow child to stand at times. 
• Ask him to run errands. 
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For Impulsivity 
 

• Ignore minor inappropriate 
behaviors 

• Acknowledge positive 
behaviors when possible. 

• Set up a contract for behaviors 
that need monitoring. 

• Give immediate reinforcements 
or consequences 

• Help child learn self-monitoring 
techniques. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

  

 
 
 

For Academic Success 
 

• Provide extra time to 
complete work 

• Shorten assignments 
• Use multi-sensory methods of 

teaching (visual, oral and 
tactile). 

• Remind child to check his 
own work to see if it is 
completed. 
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Ministry Opportunities 
for the Whole Congregation 

 
You, personally, cannot meet all the needs of a child with emotional and 
behavioral problems. His or her family also needs help because of this child, and 
you cannot be solely responsible for their needs either. It is time to enlist some 
help. 
 
The church generally does a pretty good job of ministering to the spiritual needs 
of the congregation and an OK job of ministering to the emotional needs. 
However, the church severely damages their effectiveness when it does not 
meet the physical needs of the individuals in its community. One of the greatest 
physical needs of the family dealing with a child who has a disability is the need 
for respite care. With babies and very young children, just about anyone can 
step in to provide some respite care (unless there are severe physical needs), 
but as the child gets older and stronger, professional training is going to be 
required. Without training, it is not safe for a non-professional to attempt to care 
for a child who has a combative personality because of his emotional 
disabilities.  
 
Professional Respite Care  
The church can step in and help here in several ways. The easiest is to offer to 
pay for professional respite care for the family who needs it. Less easy is locating 
church members who are willing to be trained as a caregiver, and pay (or co-
pay) for that training. Church staff can check with local, recognized caregiver 
organizations such as an Alzheimer’s association or the Red Cross to find training 
classes. Or, the family may train an individual, alerting him or her to their family 
member’s special likes and dislikes. 
 
Training for the Individual 
This type of respite care relates directly to spending time with and taking care of 
the child with the disability. This care can take place in the child’s home or 
outside the home. The goal is to give relief and rest to the person or persons who 
usually care for the child with the emotional disability. This type of respite care 
allows the rest of the family to spend some quality time together so that the 
other members of the household are not emotionally neglected. 
 
Training for the Family 
Approximately 80 percent of marriages that experience disability end in divorce. 
The emotional toll is enormous, and the physical toll is equally overwhelming. 
While one or both parents are caring for the child with the disability, the 
household and the siblings are often neglected. Any interested person, without 
any special training, can give a type of respite care to this family that may save 

15 
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their marriage. This care would take the form of mowing the lawn, cooking 
dinner, doing laundry, washing dishes, cleaning the house, maintaining the car, 
doing repairs. Whatever your house needs, their house needs, and taking care 
of these things for them frees them to spend much needed time together. 
 
One Bible study group did a one-day blitz for a family in emotional distress. One 
person took the (single) mother and her children out for a day of shopping, 
lunch, and a movie. (That in itself was a financial treat that the family seldom 
enjoyed.) The rest of the group descended on the house with cleaning supplies 
and yard-care equipment. The carpenter in the group repaired a shaky 
staircase. One individual contributed new window curtains; another supplied 
missing cooking utensils. Some took on major jobs like cleaning the oven and re-
grouting the bathtub. Everyone scrubbed and polished, pulled weeds and 
mowed. All these good Samaritans disappeared before the mother and 
children returned in order to spare them any embarrassment. The mother was 
enormously grateful for the gift and expressed her gratitude later in an 
appropriate manner. Be sensitive when you offer this kind of care. Do not make 
the person or family feel like “a project.” Treat them with respect as you would 
want to be treated.  
 
Another type of care that can be facilitated by the church is to locate or 
organize support groups for families of children who have emotional disabilities. 
These groups can take three forms. 
 
The Family Support Group 

• In this group, the family meets together—parents, siblings, and the child 
with the emotional disability—with other families dealing with the same 
types of problems. They meet on a monthly or bi-monthly basis to do 
something fun together. The purposes are: 1) to see how other families 
deal with emotional disability and 2) to be with people who understand 
the problem and are not going to be judgmental about the child’s 
behavior. 

• Allow time after the outing for a debriefing. Break into three groups for the 
debriefing; a parent group, a sibling group, and the individuals with the 
emotional disabilities. If possible, an equipped leader should facilitate 
each of these groups. Parents, siblings, and the individuals with emotional 
disabilities can discuss how the outing went. What types of discipline 
worked best? What types were the least effective? Parents can offer 
praise and constructive criticism on how the other parents interacted with 
their child. 

• The sibling group can discuss how they felt during the outing and offer 
each other encouragement. How do the siblings feel when their brother 
or sister acts out? What advice can the other siblings give? This type of 
group provides a very important outlet for siblings. 

16 
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• The individuals with emotional disabilities can also discuss how they felt 
during the outing. How did certain situations make them feel? What kinds 
of self-control did they exercise? How could they do a better job next 
time? There is much to be said for positive peer pressure. When children 
with disabilities see and hear other children coping with similar problems, 
they may well be inspired to try and do better. Also, when the child feels 
that he is in a safe environment and free to say whatever is on his mind, a 
trained counselor can pick up on very helpful advice for parents and 
siblings. 

 
The Individual Support Group 

• Like the after-outing group discussed above, this group is for the 
individuals with the emotional disabilities. A licensed counselor should 
probably lead it.  

• The purpose of this group is to help the individuals find new ways to cope 
and deal with the way they feel. 

• The group allows them a safe place to vent their feelings to others who 
understand how they feel. 

 
The Parental Support Group 
If you have the Family Support Group, this separate group may or may not be 
necessary; ask the parents. 

• This group allows parents to share their hopes, fears, trials, and triumphs. 
• Parents can learn from each other’s personal experiences—both their 

successes and failures. 
• Parents who are in the beginning stages of dealing with an emotional 

disability need the support of parents who know how they feel. 
• One very valuable result of this type of group is to provide parents who 

are often on the receiving end of help, to have a ministry of their own. As 
we know, reaching out to serve others is a very real way to make our own 
lives more complete. 

 
In Conclusion . . .  
 
Every person—regardless of age, sex, race, mental, or physical capacity—
deserves to know the love of our heavenly Father. As the church, we have been 
given the responsibility of insuring that all people receive the opportunity to 
experience this great love. No matter what the degree of emotional and 
behavioral problems your student experiences, he or she can—and needs to—
learn about the love of our wonderful Lord. In fact, the love of God is the very 
thing that can turn this child’s life around. 
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In 2003, the Institute for American Values published a report called Hardwired to 
Connect. While this study was conceived and sponsored by School Ministries, an 
organization whose vision is “to make the Good News of Jesus Christ known to 
public school students,” the report was researched and written by the scientific 
community. Their conclusions about what children need are what make this 
report so startling and valuable to the church. 
 
Hardwired to Connect opens with the disturbing statistics that we reluctantly 
hear on the news: the mental problems and emotional distress in U.S. children 
and adolescents is on the rise. Deaths, due to suicide among persons from one 
to 24 years of age, increased by 137 percent during the period between 1950 
and 1999. Children who attend counseling are becoming increasingly more 
assaultive. Rates of anxiety, suicide, and depression have nearly doubled 
between 1989 and 2001. Scholars at the National Research Council estimated in 
2002 that at least one of every four adolescents in the U.S. is at serious risk on not 
achieving productive adulthood. 
 
What does the Commission on Children at Risk, a group of 33 children’s doctors, 
research scientists, and mental health and youth service professionals, 
recommend turning this trend around? “Authoritative Communities,” a 
community group that includes these characteristics: 
 

1. It is a social institution that includes children and youth. 
2. It treats children as ends in themselves. 
3. It is warm and nurturing. 
4. It establishes clear limits and expectations. 
5. The core of its work is performed largely by non-specialists. 
6. It is multi-generational. 
7. It has a long-term focus. 
8. It reflects and transmits a shared understanding of what it means to be 

a good person. 
9. It encourages spiritual and religious development. 
10. It is philosophically oriented to the equal dignity of all persons and to the 

principle of love of neighbor. 
 
Have you ever read a more clinical definition of the church? The bulk of the 
report consists of ten statements regarding developmental characteristics of 
young people and how “authoritative communities” can assist them and guide 
them. 
 
Copies of this report can be obtained from the Institute for American Values, 
212-246-3942, or at www.americanvalues.org. CCDM has developed a booklet 
on how congregations can use this report to strengthen their own ministries, and 
thus expand the kingdom of God. Our report is called Created for Relationship 
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and is available through our website, www.ccdmonline.org . It contains 
suggestions from leaders in the field of Christian education on how the facts in 
Hardwired to Connect can be used to help hurting people. Both of these reports 
will be extremely helpful in working with children who have emotional and 
behavioral problems. 
 
God will bless your every effort to minister to these troubled young people. Pray 
often, use the information in this booklet, and rely on God to guide you through 
the process. 
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